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Nikki Helms and the San Diego Birth Center
By Nancy Fisk

Nikki Helms, a member of First UU, and a licensed midwife, 
was disturbed by the fact that maternity morbidity among 
women of color is significantly higher than for other women. 
She was also bothered by the disparity in the outcomes of 
births, between women of color and other women. She went 
into midwifery to combat those statistics. When she attended 
births at local birth centers, she looked around and determined 
she was fully capable of doing the 
work they were doing.

She dreamed of starting her own 
center. To fund the center, Nikki 
started a GoFundMe page in 
January 2020, with an original goal 
of $25,000. Nothing much 
happened until the George Floyd 
murder and the pandemic. A 
friend of Nikki?s offered to put the 
link on her social media 
connections.  Soon, Nikki was 
having to readjust her original goal upward several times.  She 
raised over $127,000 in a matter of weeks.  Nikki feels 
fortunate that people believed in her enough to donate to her 
cause.  

Next came the challenge of finding a landlord who would 
allow them to remodel a space for the birth center. She finally 
found a building in Hillcrest, whose owner would allow that. 
Nikki has had the building remodeled for accessible space, an 
ADA bathroom, and shower for birthing mothers.  She would 
also like inflatable tubs, because water is very helpful during 
labor. ?Moms in labor need to be up and moving around,? 
according to Nikki. A woman in labor at the center can take a 
walk to Balboa Park, if she wants. 

It will be known as the San Diego Birth Center, joining a 
handful of birth centers in San Diego County. Nikki?s will be 
the only one owned by black licensed midwives. Her partner at 
the center is Darynee Blount, another licensed midwife. Nikki 
hopes to hire a birth assistant in the future. They?ll do a 
combination of Eastern and Western medicine, adopting a 
holistic approach to birth where practical. There are legal 
parameters for the center. For instance, they can?t deliver 
babies that are presenting breech. Those mothers need to be in 
a hospital.  

She wants the center to become a community hub, from 
everything such as reproductive health, breast feeding and 
lactation support, to support groups for fathers of newborns. 
?You don?t have to have a baby to need a midwife,? says Nikki 
Helms. She recognizes that people who have adopted, 
same-sex partners, and transgender men, also need support 
and consideration. 

Nikki has partnered with San Diego 
Co-Harvest, a group dedicated to 
sustainable farming to feed families, 
which will build gardens along the 
sides and front of the building. 30% 
of the produce grown there would 
be given to the center. A 
nutritionist would counsel families 
on recipes for the fresh fruits and 
vegetables. Herbs and teas would 
also be grown for holistic use.  

Opening after January 1st, Nikki?s 
currently seeing clients by Zoom and in-home visits, while 
practicing all social distancing precautions. Scheduling space at 
the center between clients will also be important. Generally, 
there will be one person in labor at a time in the center, 
making it easier to keep the facilities safe. 

Eventually, she would like to have two birthing suites, and one 
overflow suite space, for before and after a birth. ?It?s hard to 
be a new parent with no village,? Nikki says.  She hopes this 
birth center becomes that village. 

For more information, her email is nikki@sdbirthcenter.com
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provides six ways to center oneself:

1. Breathe in for a count of five, then out for a count of ten. Do this deliberately and slowly.
2. Make a list of all the people and things you love.
3. Pause to acknowledge what you see, feel, smell, taste, and hear.
4. Formulate positive and healing rituals for your day.
5. Engage in self-care like walking or whatever?s safely possible brings you joy. 

While the past year may not have been what we hoped for, I?m hopeful  being centered, grounded, and 
intentional in this year will provide benefits that will last a lifetime.

My prayer for you for this year? find peace and calm. Make 2021 great, by becoming in touch with yourself or 
solidifying this practice.

May this year bring you all the blessings and joy and may you share them widely with the world.

Faithfully,

Matthew

Winter can bring many thoughts and 
feelings to our hearts and minds. For 
some, it brings the feeling of a new 
year? a fresh start to find ways in 
which we can set new goals, refine 
previous ones, or start again. For 
others, the winter and new year 
brings about a multitude of other 
feelings and emotions. When the 
days are shortest and the nights are 
longest, it can also be a great time to 
reflect and re-center ourselves.

Perhaps the pandemic won?t be ?over,? as we?d hoped many 
months ago, but this doesn?t mean we don?t still have plenty 
we can do.

For me, I find the thought of the new year to be a time to 
reflect over the past year. Partially this year has allowed me 
moments of centering. I recently read an article that 
differentiated centering from grounding that I found helpful, 
especially since the two terms are often used interchangeably. 
In the article, Dr. Diana Raab explains that centering is a 
mental and physical state of mind, one that we can return to 
when we aren?t feeling quite as we expect or hope to. Feeling 
uncentered can seem as though we are ?lost or out of touch 
with ourselves.? She even notes that those who are centered 
are often peaceful and calm. On the other hand, being 
grounded is allowing ourselves the confidence in who we are 
and the decisions we make. Dr. Raab presses that we should 
center ourselves before we ground ourselves. In this, she 

Worship Tim e: 
  Live Streamed Worship: 
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January?s 
Transform at ional Them e is:

 "Cent er ing"

January 3, 2021
"Cent er ing on Purpose"
"Cent rándonos en el Propósit o"
Rev. Kathleen Owens, Lead Minister

January 10, 2021
"St aying Grounded and Cent ered"
Matthew Waterman, Intern Minister

January 17, 2021
"Facing t he Rising Sun"
JTW & DRUUMM Lay Leaders

January 24, 2021
To Be Announced
Rev. Tania y. Márquez, Assistant Minister

January 31, 2021
"On t he Verge..."  /  "Al Lím it e? "
Rev. Kathleen Owens, Lead Minister

JanuarySermonMessages
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Centering Yourself for the New Year
By Matthew Waterman, Intern Minister
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The theme for this 
month is Centering. The 
Family Advisory Board 
(FAB) and Family 
Ministry Team (FMT) 
staff have been talking 
about what it means to 
center our efforts for 
families, especially our 
families of color, and 
how we do this in our 

programs and in the congregation.

There?s a desire to involve more children, youth, 
and families in our worship services, letting them 
tell the story, lead the affirmation, while finding 
ways of doing more collaboration and staying 
open to other ideas for involvement. While this 
invitation has been extended to all, the staff is 
learning that an invitation 
isn?t enough. Living in 
this Covid-19 world is 
overwhelming. Everyone 
is trying to keep healthy, 
stay employed, work from 
home, homeschool 
children and youth, and 
more. 

We?re understanding we 
need to find a different way to center our efforts 
for families, children, and youth. We need to 
make involvement as easy as possible, in ways 
that meet a family?s needs, not the staff?s. While 
there are many downsides to having worship and 
programming online, there are some benefits. An 
abundance of stories, songs, and activities are 
available online to choose from.

Our conscious choosing of materials has allowed 
many of our children, youth, and families to see 
themselves in the stories we tell. We?re 
intentional about centering their experience in 
our programs. Another shift that has happened is 

in the one-on-one program times Tony Bianca, 
Program Coordinator, has with our children 
who?ve signed up for this. Our children and youth 
programs have shifted from ?here?s what we have 
for you? to ?I?m here to support you and what you 
need? and that?s made a difference. 

We don?t always have to have content to have a 
program, but rather, our children and youth 
become the program. We center on their needs 
and interests, bringing in our principles and 
values along the way. Käthe Larick, Youth 
Progam Coordinator, shared that this is what it?s 
all about? showing up and being present for our 
children, youth, and families. The Family 
Ministry Team hosted a scavenger hunt in Balboa 
Park in late November and we hope to do more 
activities like this as weather and health 
restrictions allow. 

Because of this 
pandemic, the youth 
groups have become 
more aware of the 
economic diversity that 
exists and how many 
people are struggling 
with food insecurity. 
That?s why they became 
more active and involved 

in the food pantry and gift tree, especially in 
December. Because youth groups are meeting 
online, they?ve grown in size, for a couple of 
reasons: first, many can get online and be in the 
groups. Also, because their needs are the center of 
the programming, they continue to show up and 
participate. We now have youth from North 
County and Los Angeles attending.

Here?s an important reminder:  All are welcome 
to our family ministry and multigenerational 
events: the definition of ?family? or the make-up 
of a family, is yours to define. Watch The Window 
for these activities.
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Centering for Children, Youth and Families
by Rev. Kathleen Owens, Lead Minister
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A Pandemic Success:  Beloved Conversations Virtual (BCV) ?Within?      
by Jan Garbosky & Fall 2020 Participants

The pandemic caused 
our in-person Beloved 
Conversations cohort to 
end mid-session. The 
program was 
reimagined? totally 
new, entirely virtual, 
and caucus-based to 

allow for differentiated learning. 53 First UUers are 
participating in the virtual program? along with 1,050 
other UUs. Based on the following testimonials, this 
virtual program? emphasizing the internal, spiritual 
work required to work for racial justice? is a pandemic 
success!
 
* ?What to do when your doodle poll can?t get a date...
Take a deep breath, we're busy, we'll get there, just 
wait.
Now that we?re rolling, our learning pod meetings 
have become a highlight of my day. We approached 
our first meeting with skepticism? 90 minutes? Nah, 
an hour should be plenty! Two and a half hours into 
our first meeting we all realized what a gift this time 
together had been and we probably should wrap it up 
(and put a bow on it). We?re only a little rebellious, 
and perhaps because we all share that trait, we?re 
sharing leadership and roles and decision-making 
almost effortlessly. The questions we answer in the 
lessons are thought provoking and bring out 
meaningful responses as we delve deeper into our 
histories, looking at the people and life events that 
have shaped us. The resources provided are plentiful 
and varied. For me, they speak to and support some 
uniquely UU perspectives? a powerful way to identify 
common ground and solidify relationships within our 
faith community. I?m glad the program creators have 
given us this new way of approaching Beloved 
Conversations. I think it?s more effective than what we 
experienced previously. More, please!                                       

~ Jan Carpenter Tucker

* As an older white male, I really hadn?t considered my 
privileges as part of the white majority. This is so 
much more significant than actions I?ve taken to be 
fair, inclusive, compassionate, and proactive in 

fighting racial bias. The most significant part of 
participating is my growing awareness of the power of 
being the dominant ethnic culture which has defined 
whiteness as ?normal'' and ?preferred.? I?ve never had 
to say ?White is beautiful? or alter my speech, 
grooming, or dress to ?fit in.? Beloved Conversations 
has helped me realize one key for a better future is 
welcoming acceptance of people who are different 
from me and honoring their unique individual gifts 
and listening, truly listening.                         ~ Les Vivian

* ?I really enjoy and appreciate the Beloved 
Conversations Virtual curriculum, from the way it?s 
structured with an introductory video for each lesson, 
resources, and additional resources to working 
one-to-one with a Critical Friend; being part of a 
non-BIPOC (White) UU Professional Learning Pod 
with four colleagues; and Meaning Maker Sessions 
with the greater learning community, again with 
non-BIPOC UU professional colleagues from around 
the country. A deep and meaningful experience, I?m 
gaining knowledge and learning new skills for my own 
personal anti-racism tool kit.?              

~ Robie Evans, Director of Operations

* I?ve participated in the in-person and the online 
Beloved Conversations programs and I?m having a 
deeper experience with the virtual program.  It?s rich 
in resources and the learning pod takes on its own 
value. We discuss some of the resources but, more 
than that, each member has a deep commitment to 
personal growth and the examination of what it means 
to be anti-racist. We?ve had authentic and honest 
conversations and have made strong connections 
despite meeting online. We have more freedom to 
explore in this current program: More time for deeper 
personal discussion than in the prior program. It?s also 
valuable we have no ?leader? and all take responsibility 
to lead our own group as equals. I always look forward 
to the upcoming meeting.                          ~ Marcia Biller

Interested in learning more? Watch the BCV videos at 
www.f irstuusandiego.org/ journey-toward-wholeness.html 
and contact Jan Garbosky (jgarbosky@cox.net) to get on 
the interest list.

https://www.firstuusandiego.org/journey-toward-wholeness.html
mailto:jgarbosky@cox.net
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An Update from our Reopening Committee
by The Reopening Committee 

Dearest community,

As vaccines begin to roll out and we mark the 
longest nights of the year, many of us are 
celebrating our first hints of future light and hope 
at the end of what has been a long and lonely ten 
months.

Your re-opening committee has been meeting 
regularly to discuss not how to open First UU? our 
First UU community has always been open? but 
when we might be able to see one another in 
person and how we can best do that safely. These 
discussions are guided 
by the science and by 
our values, grounded in 
the second and seventh 
Principles. We?ve 
considered how our 
choices might uphold 
our ideals of justice, 
compassion, and equity, 
and the ways in which 
the airborne nature of 
SARS-CoV-2 has 
highlighted just how 
interconnected we all 
are. In tandem with our 
congregation?s current 
process of discernment around the 8th Principle, 
we?ve also done our best to be mindful of how our 
choices might have the potential to uphold or 
dismantle the systems of racism and white 
supremacy which have led to unacceptably high 
rates of COVID-19 illness and death in 
communities of color in San Diego and across the 
country.

These discussions have led us to a few guiding 
principles, influencing our recommendations for 
when and how to reopen safely:

First, and perhaps least surprising, we?ll continue 
to follow State and County guidelines regarding 
when we are allowed to gather in person.

Second, we?ll continue to stay abreast of the most 
recent peer-reviewed evidence and shape our 
approach accordingly. For example, being mindful 
that aerosols and not surfaces are responsible for 
the vast majority of virus spread and so prioritizing 
ventilation and masking and minimizing any 
situations which increase the likelihood those who 
gather on campus will need to ?share their air.?

Third, we?ll work to consider how our actions may 
impact not just ourselves, but our larger San Diego 
community. It?s reasonable to consider our own 

health and our own 
household when 
deciding our comfort 
level for engaging in 
different types of 
activities. However, 
acknowledging that 
we?re all part of a 
larger interconnected 
web and that we?re 
called to see and 
address racial injustice 
means we have a 
responsibility to avoid 
spreading a virus that 
is disproportionately 
harming Black, Brown, 

and other marginalized communities. 

Based on these three guiding principles, we?re 
currently focusing our discussions on how we can 
continue to sustain and build community remotely 
while living our values through social justice 
efforts such as our food pantry and other 
community partnerships. 

The days are getting longer. Bodies are getting 
vaccinated. Light is coming and the dark and 
distance won?t last forever. We won?t get to hug 
one another tomorrow, but the day will come soon 
and those hugs will feel so good. We can?t wait to 
welcome all of you with open arms? but not quite 
yet.
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The 8th Principle: ?We, the member congregations 
of the Unitarian Universalist Association, covenant to 
affirm and promote: journeying toward spiritual 
wholeness by working to build a diverse multicultural 
Beloved Community by our actions that accountably 
dismantle racism and other oppressions in ourselves 
and our institutions.?

In 2010, Arizona grabbed national attention by 
proposing SB1070? the broadest and strictest 
anti?illegal immigration measure passed in the 
United States. Activist members from First UU 
joined caravans going to Phoenix to protest. 
Although not UU at the time, I accepted UU 
hospitality, as I marched to the Arizona capitol 
with thousands of protesters. In the aftermath of 
that action, I learned about First UU and the 
Seven Principles. It seemed I?d found a church 
where people walked the talk? holding up a 
vision of a country that affirmed all its peoples.

After joining First UU, I learned of the 
complexity and challenge of living the seven 
principles in a country deeply rooted in racism 
and exploitation. While I explored this within 
myself and our congregation, I learned the 
Unitarian Universalist Association (UUA) had 
been contending with this national affliction for 
many years, from the 1960s Civil Rights 
movement through the 1992-1997 period when 
UUA General Assemblies (GA) addressed racism 
with resolutions and programs. 

At the 1997 GA, delegates committed to become 
an anti-racist, anti-oppressive, multicultural 
institution. Yet in the early 2000s, funding and 
support of these activities began declining. 
Commitment to the Seven Principles did not 
eliminate racist and oppressive actions within the 
UUA.  In March 2017, the UUA underwent a 
crisis related to inclusive hiring practices, 
resulting in the resignation of the UUA 
President.

Those problems continue today, more blatant in 
American society and within our congregation, 
which has stepped up anti-racism efforts.

Clearly, significant change even in those 
committed to the Seven Principles requires more 
than the Seven Principles. In 2017, national UU 
leaders (https:/ / www.8thprincipleuu.org/ background-nav) 
composed the 8th Principle with more explicit 
language which challenged us to explore diverse 
multicultural Beloved Community, to commit to 
actions that dismantle racism and other oppressions in 
ourselves and our institutions and to do so 
accountably.

Some 30 UU congregations have already adopted 
the 8th Principle, and this year our Board voted 
to invite our congregation to discern and adopt 
the 8th Principle for ourselves. As we discern this 
year, we invite our members and friends to study 
the 8th Principle, reflect on actions that bring to 
life the Seven Principles: 

- What would living in a Beloved 
Community, where everyone was safe, 
valued, affirmed, be like? 

- What actions could dismantle racism? 
Oppressions? 

- How do we account (describe? excuse? 
relate? balance?) for our actions? 

- How do we account for the practices of 
our institutions?

We have the power to answer these questions for 
ourselves and First UU, working together in 
Beloved Community, committing to love, persist, 
and take baby steps if needed or great leaps as 
we?re able. We invite you to join us at upcoming 
Board Zoom forums on Sunday, January 17, and 
Sunday, January 24, at 11:30 am.  Find the Zoom 
link in The Window.  

If you have questions, contact 8th Principle team 
co-leaders Angela Garcia-Sims and Laura at 
8p@f irstuusandiego.org.

First UU San Diego and the 8th Principle       
by Angela Garcia-Sims, 8th Principle Team Co-leader

https://www.8thprincipleuu.org/background-nav
mailto:8p@firstuusandiego.org
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January Generosity Offerings 
for UU Organizations 
by John Schaibly

First Words spent last year meeting online to 
bring you stories about members, progress 
reports on the life- saving work of the food 
pantry, updates on our march towards social 
justice, and heartfelt messages of hope and 
resilience in the face of COVID. 

In a year with so much hardship and loss, we 
worked to make First Words a steady voice of 
calm carrying more than just the news of our 
church community. Our favorite stories were 
ones of "silver linings;" ways in which COVID 
brought surprising positives. While some of 
you enjoyed time with family, implemented 
healthy habits or learned new skills, others 
were able to focus on social justice and 
volunteering. 

And heck, almost all of us took a crash course 
in Zoom! For 2021, we?re gathering up these 
silver linings and weaving them into a 
tapestry of strength and optimism . . . and 
that's where you come in.

Each story begins with someone putting forth 
an idea which then percolates at our monthly 
Marketing Action Group (MAG) meeting, 
takes shape through research and interviews, 
and is carefully completed through editing. 

We welcome and invite your participation in 
this process. It?s only through a diversity of 
perspectives that First Words can accurately 
reflect the progress, hopes, and joys of our 
beloved community. To suggest an article or 
get involved at a deeper level, please visit the 
First Words page on our website at 
f irstuusandiego.org/ f irst-words-magazine.html. 
Here's to a bright and shiny new year!

A Bright And Shiny New Year       
by Ame Stanko

Each Sunday in January, the offerings go to 
different UU organizations, typically outside 
our local congregation.  This year the 
following will be funded:

January 3:  Unitarian Universalist Service 
Committee (UUSC), the social justice/disaster 
arm of the UUA, aiding international and 
domestic projects and programs.

January 10:  South Bay Food Pantry.  
Although this is an ongoing project of First 
UU, the need during COVID is very great.  
Our contributions will feed even more 
suffering from hunger.

January 17:  Journey Toward Wholeness 
(JTW), a First UU program addressing racism 
and marginalized populations within our 
congregation.

January 24:  Camp de Benneville Pines, 
Southern California?s UU camp in the San 
Bernardino Mountains.  Each dollar received 
will be matched by a generous First Church 
donor to fund their 2020/2021 Emergency 
Fund for sandbags and other flood control 
necessary after last summer?s forest fires.

January 31:  Our Partner Church Program 
supports elementary and high school children 
in the village of Malingin in the Philippines.  
Our funds help them continue their virtual 
education due to the COVID epidemic.

Please support our larger UU organizations.  
You can donate at a Sunday morning online 
services (text "give" to 844-635-0025 or via the 
donate button on the bottom of each website 
page) or write checks to the church, specifying 
the name of the organization(s).  Thank you 
for your generosity.

http://firstuusandiego.org/first-words-magazine.html
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